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when Labelling is crucial

METTLER TOLEDO Weigh/Price-Labelling

Short production runs with frequent label changes?
Non-stop labelling? Both? Getting your fresh foods
labelled fast and accurately is our highest priority.
The ILS Series has a cost effective solution to simplify 
your critical weigh-price labelling requirements.

Easy to use
Operation is intuitive, fast and correct.  
All models use the same graphical  
interface. Users focus on the production,  
not on reading manuals. 

Covering your changing Requirements 
Traceability, ingredient, label, logo and text libraries, 
order and customer management are just a few of the 
innumerable features that cover your labelling needs 
now and in the future.

Increase your Uptime
Article selection, managing customer orders  

and changing label rolls is fast and easy.  
The rugged service oriented design ensures  

years of trouble free operation.

Be creative and distinctive
Design labels with logos, images and Windows fonts to 
differentiate yourself and increase retailer awareness. 
Design is easy; using the same design tool on the unit or 
in the comfort of an office on a remote PC. 



METTLER TOLEDO Weigh/Price-Labelling

ILS
Weigh-Price Labelling Systems

Total Control
ILS Client with WALIS host communi-
cation means you have total con- 
trol over the labelling process. Order 
data is downloaded from the host  
and operators use only a few keys to 
start the labeling process.

Manual Labelling

ILS M Series 

Both the MP (with built in printer)  
and MT (terminal only) can be  
connected to 3rd party printers  
handling almost any label size.

Model MT MP ILS A70 ILS X140 ILS X100 ILS X60

Pack size Almost any size Medium Medium Long Heavy

Max. article dimensions Not applicable 320×260mm 350×320mm 550×320mm 750×320mm

Max. wt 3–3000g 1) 6000/12 000g 5000g 5000g 25 000g

Min. wt. 10–1000g 1) 40g 20g 20g 100g

Resolution 0.5–50g 2) 2/5g 1g 1g 2g, 0–12kg
5g,12–25kg

Max. label size Unrestricted 2) 200×80mm 2) 120×80mm 100×100mm (180×112mm optional)

Throughput Manual labelling 3) 70 packs/min 140 packs/min 100 packs/min 60 packs/min

Attachable platforms 1 IDNet platform 1) Not applicable Not applicable

Automatic printers Not applicable Top and bottom Top and bottom Top and bottom Top

Special features Terminal only Terminal with  
built inprinter

Automatic label placement  
and article guidance system

Optional metal detectors, reject stations,  
label applicators, checkweighing,  
connection to FreeWeigh.Net®

Attachable printers Up to 3 third party printers for printing box totals, pallet totals, and order reports

Accessories LabelCreator label designer for PC, handheld bar code reader, and remote monitoring

1)  The ILS M series can connect to any of the IDNET weighing platforms. Check the desired platform for detailed scale specifications.
2)  The maximum label size is depended on the 3rd party label printer chosen. 
3)  Throughput is dependent upon label length, complexity of print, weight, size, shape of item and printer type (top or bottom).   

Optional equipment may be required to reach maximum throughput. Throughput might be higher or lower than stated.

Automatic Labelling

ILS A70 

For the midrange of auto- 
mation ILS A70 combines  
exclusive features with a  
reasonable price.

Automatic – high Throughput

ILS X Series

High capacity and throughput with  
integrated automatic operations are the  
key words describing the ILS X series.
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